VEMA Board Meeting 3/21/19

Present

Gary Shiffrin       Tim Brown
Jim Robinson        Tony Hines
Mike Schmitt
Craig Smith         Glen Tarsha

- Call to order- Gary Shiffrin

- Tim read the minutes from the last meeting, which were approved by the board. The minutes are now available on the VEMA website.

- The upcoming masters event will be a 2 day qualifying tournament. The “net” winners of each flight will compete in a 1 day playoff with the “net” winner being awarded the Green Jacket.

- Because of data compiled by Mike it seems that the SB players are winning a high percentage of the CTP. In order to be more fair, EVERYONE will start using the green tees on all of the par 3’s. SB player will have 1 stroke added to their H/C. Eventually all H/C will even out as the scores are posted. The numbers say the same thing for Individual Rounds and because there are normally at least 12 SKY players each week, they will be grouped into their own flight for results purposes only. The will still be paired with ‘like’ handicaps. (if there are not enough sky players, Lane will mix them in the main field for results) These changes are effective immediately.

- Mike will begin computing a FEDEX type point system to be used for future events (club championship qualifier, etc.) Hopefully this information will be helpful for the incoming board when it comes to implementing any changes to tournament formats.

- The board also voted to limit the sign in for VEMA to Thursday morning.